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Abstract. Testing and debugging language Virtual Machines (VMs) is a labori-
ous task without the proper tooling. This complexity is aggravated when the VM
targets multiple architectures. To solve this problem, simulation-based VM gen-
erator frameworks allow one to write test cases on the simulation, but those test
cases do not ensure the correctness of the generated artifact due to the semantic
gaps between the simulated VM and generated VMs.
We propose Test Transmutation to extend simulation-based VM generator frame-
works to support test case generation. It validates the generated VM by also
running test cases generated from existing simulation test cases. Results of the
generated test cases are compared against the simulation test cases using differ-
ential testing. Moreover, test cases are automatically mutated with non-semantic-
preserving mutations.
Test Transmutation detects bugs that are representative of typical VM modifica-
tions. We demonstrate its effectiveness by applying it to a set of real test cases
of the Pharo VM. It allowed us to find several issues that were unknown to the
VM development team. Our approach shows promising results to test simulation-
based VM generator frameworks.

Keywords: Testing, Virtual Machine, Code Mutation, Simulation

1 Introduction

Modern language implementations are based on language Virtual Machines (VMs) en-
abling features such as automatic memory management and JIT compilation. To cope
with the elevated cost of building language VMs, there are three main kinds of solu-
tions. First, VM generation frameworks help with interpreter generation and JIT com-
piler generation [18,25,13,15,9,31,40]. Second, Metacircular VMs such as Maxine [39],
Self [38] and Squawk [34] provide rich VMs development environments that allow live
debugging. Third, simulation-based VM generators are VM generation frameworks
with simulation environments easing VM development and debugging. Examples of
this last approach are the OpenSmalltalk-VM for Pharo and Squeak [18,25], and PyPy
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VM 4 which is supported by the RPython framework [31]. A main challenge of using
such simulation-based VM generator frameworks is the semantic gaps [6] between the
simulated VM and the generated VMs. Semantic gaps are differences in the semantic
before and after compilation. Examples of the semantic gaps are differences in typing
or abstraction level, which make simulation environments not functionally equivalent
to the generation target environments [29].

Testing and debugging VMs is a laborious task without the proper tooling, which
is aggravated when the VM targets multiple architectures [5]. Simulation-based VM
environments allow one to write test cases on the simulation environment, but those
test cases do not ensure the correctness of the generated VM. Recently, the team of
Maxine and Pharo reported QEMU-based5 test infrastructures for testing and debug-
ging [20,30]. Maxine’s Metacircular approach compiles directly to machine code, los-
ing its rich debugging capabilities when bootstrapping in a new platform. Pharo’s ap-
proach benefits from the simulation, but tests only the simulated VM. Finally, an abun-
dance of work exists on compiler testing outside of the VM community [10], but these
works are not directly applicable to the VM field.

In this article, we propose a novel approach to test simulation-based VM generator
frameworks that we call Test Transmutation. We propose to extend such frameworks
to also reuse simulation test cases. We generate the test cases along with the VM and
execute them on the generated VM. We use differential testing [23] to compare the
generated test results against the simulation test results for each test case. Moreover,
generated test cases are also impacted by semantic gaps such as the typing differences.
To minimize the test cases’ semantic gaps, we mutate the test cases [19]. Test cases with
different test results, mutated or not, are evidence of bugs in the VM or VM generator.

We validate that our approach detects errors by manually introducing bugs in the
Pharo VM code. We perform an empirical analysis applying our approach to a subset
of the Pharo VM test cases. Although this VM has been stable and industrially-used for
decades, we find bugs on the VM generation and simulation. Our analysis shows that
our approach is promising to test simulation-based VM generator frameworks.

The contributions of this paper are the following:
- A testing approach for simulation-based VM generators.
- Validation of a code generation framework using non-semantic-preserving mutations
together with differential testing. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to pro-
pose such an approach to validate a code generation framework.

We first explain why testing only the simulation in simulation-based VM generator
frameworks is insufficient (Section 2). We then present Test Transmutation (Section 3)
and our experimental context (Section 4). We validate that Test Transmutation detects
manually introduced bugs (Section 5). We also show empirical evidence of Test Trans-
mutation on an industry level VM (Section 6). Finally, we present the relevant related
work (Section 7) before concluding the paper (Section 8).

4 www.pypy.org
5 https://www.qemu.org

www.pypy.org
https://www.qemu.org
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2 Problem: Testing simulation-based VM generator Frameworks

Simulation-based VM generator frameworks propose two modes of execution: the sim-
ulated execution and the generated code execution. Most debugging and development
happens in the simulation environment, and once the VM is ready, it is compiled to
a machine executable VM [25,31]. However, the simulated VM presents semantic
gaps [6] with the generated VMs because they trade-off precision for other software
qualities such as fast feedback loops. Moreover the test cases are only executed on the
simulation environment, but those test cases do not ensure the correctness of the gen-
erated VM. This Section presents the semantic gaps problem of simulation-based VM
generators and the limits of simulation-based testing with Slang VM generator exam-
ples, the simulation-based VM generator framework used by Pharo.

2.1 Example Context: The Slang VM generator

Pharo is an object-oriented dynamically-typed language from the Smalltalk tradition [7].
The Pharo VM is an industrial level VM written in Pharo itself and generating a C VM
using a VM-specific generator called Slang VM generator [18]. The VM implements at
the core of its execution engine a threaded bytecode interpreter, a linear non-optimising
JIT compiler named Cogit [24] that includes polymorphic inline caches [17] and a gen-
erational scavenger garbage collector that uses a copy collector for young objects and
a mark-compact collector for older objects [37]. The VM generator is in charge of gen-
erating from high-level object-oriented Pharo code, low-level functional/imperative C
code and applying VM specific optimizations to it.

2.2 Pharo VM Semantic Gaps by Example

The Slang VM generator takes as input a VM definition written in Pharo itself and
generates C code [26]. Code generation does not happen without loss: the Slang VM
generator generates an efficient VM by restricting the input language and its generation.
Pharo’s object-oriented features are either mapped to C code [36] or rejected.

1 primitiveNaturalLogarithm
2 <var: receiver type: #double>
3 | receiver |
4 receiver := self stackFloatValue: 0.
5 self successful ifFalse: [ ↑ self primitiveFail ].
6 self putOnStackTopFloatObjectOf:
7 (self generationEnvironment: [ receiver log ]
8 simulationEnvironment: [ receiver ln ])

Listing 1.1. Excerpt of VM code for the primitiveNaturalLogarithm. It is showing environment
specific code and type annotations that are ignored during simulation.

Let us consider the example in Listing 1.1 that presents some of Slang VM generator
features. The example defines a native function (i.e., primitives in Pharo’s terminology)
computing the natural logarithm from a positive floating point number. The Slang VM
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generator provides a framework to define stack-based bytecode machines and access
the execution stack e.g., the call to stackFloatValue: (line 4 and 6). It also provides VM
developers with a way to specify environment specific code (line 7 and 8). For example,
the natural logarithm is implemented in the C standard library using the log function,
while in Pharo, it is implemented using the ln message. Indeed, the log method identifier
(i.e., selector in Pharo’s terminology) exists in Pharo but computes a base 10 logarithm.

Moreover, Pharo is a dynamically-typed language that does not use explicit type
annotations. However, the Slang VM generator needs them to produce correct C code
although the simulation ignores them (line 2). This means that wrong type annotations
only impact the generation introduces issues specific to the generated VM. Notice that
the semantic gaps are aggravated by additional Pharo features e.g., inheritance, poly-
morphism, method redefinition, super message sends, block closures, managed mem-
ory, absence of stack allocation which require more complex code transformations.

2.3 Limits of Simulation-Based Testing

Simulation-based VM generator frameworks allow VM developers to debug and de-
velop in a simulation environment. Simulation environments allow developers to apply
automated unit testing on the VM. Let’s consider for example the VM test case de-
picted in Listing 1.2. This test case is executed as plain Pharo code during simulation
and passes, regardless of bugs in type annotations. If we modify or remove the type
annotation, the generated VM does not work anymore: it casts a float to an int, produc-
ing unexpected results. Similar problems have been informally reported for simulation-
based VM generator frameworks such as RPython [32].

1 testPrimitiveNaturalLogarithmShouldFailForNegativeNumber
2 | aFloat |
3 aFloat := self newFloatFromInt: −1.
4 interpreter push: aFloat.
5 interpreter primitiveNaturalLogarithm.
6 self assert: interpreter failed.

Listing 1.2. Excerpt of a test case validating that the logarithm of a negative number sets the
interpreter in a failed state. This test cases passes in simulation but does not capture potential
typing failures of the generated code.

2.4 Problem Statement

Problem. Simulation-based VM generators introduces semantic gaps due to the dif-
ferences between the simulated and generated VM e.g., semantic typing difference,
memory management, integer semantics, etc. We have observed that in current state-of-
the-art simulation-based VM generators, testing only the simulated VM is not enough.

Proposal We propose to extend simulation-based VM generator frameworks to reuse
simulation test cases by generating and executing them on generated VMs. We vali-
date the outputs of both simulated and generated test cases using differential testing: a
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difference in the execution indicates a VM bug or a VM generator bug. However, test
cases generated in such a way may also fall into semantic gaps similar to the ones found
in the VM. To validate that our test case generation is correct, we propose to combine
differential testing with non-semantic-preserving mutations.

We formulate the following research questions: RQ1. Does Test Transmutation de-
tect semantic gaps between simulated and generated VMs? RQ2. Does Test Transmu-
tation detect bugs in existing VM test cases?

3 Test Transmutation

Fig. 1. Test Transmutation overview. We generate test cases with the VM and compare their
results with differential testing. Mutations increase the number and variety of test cases.

We propose Test Transmutation a solution to address semantic gaps by generating
the simulated VM’s test cases (cf. Figure 1). Existing simulation test cases are there-
fore reused to also test the generated VM. We execute both simulated and generated
test cases and compare their results with differential testing [23] to detect execution
differences. A core insight is that regardless of the differences between simulated and
generated code, test cases are always self-validating and have a deterministic and dis-
crete result: they either succeed, or they fail in an assertion check or a runtime error.
Our differential testing process relies on this self-validating property to build the test
oracle: two test cases have equivalent behavior if they both pass or if they both fail.

Generating the test cases presents two main challenges. First, generated test cases
suffer from semantic gaps similar to the ones found in VMs. Second, the existing and
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maintained VM test cases will in general successfully execute, making them poor inputs
for the differential testing process.

To address these challenges, we extend our approach with automatic non-semantic-
preserving mutations [12]. Mutated test cases are expected to keep behaving similarly
when executed in the simulated and generated VM. For example, if a mutated test case
breaks in the simulated VM, it should also fails in the generated VM. A non-equivalence
of test results shows that there is a bug in the VM or in the VM generator.

3.1 Differential Testing of Test Cases

We check for functional equivalence of both simulated and generated VMs by applying
differential testing [23] and validating whether a test case has similar results in both.
Our heuristic differentiates test results in a binary way: a test case either passes or fails.

We consider that a test case passes in the well-known usage of the word: It runs
all its instructions without error. An error can be either: a failed assertion, a run-time
exception or a compilation failure. In case of any error, the test fails. In our case, fail-
ures happen because of four different reasons: (i) either the VM generator rejects the
program, or (ii) the generated source code does not compile, (iii) or an assertion check
fails, or (iv) an unexpected runtime error happens.

Table 1 summarizes the behavior of our oracle. When the test results are the same
(i.e., both success or both failure), we consider that the differential test case passes and
no bug was found. When the test case results differ, the test case reveals a bug.

Simulated code Generated code Differential

3 Passing 3 Passing 3 Equivalent
7 Failing 7 Failing 3 Equivalent
3 Passing 7 Failing 7 Non-Equivalent (bug!)
7 Failing 3 Passing 7 Non-Equivalent (bug!)

Table 1. Truth table for the interpretation of the differential testing function.

3.2 Test Case Variations with Non-Semantic-Preserving Mutations

Since we generate test cases from existing simulation test cases, the test cases suffer
from similar semantic gaps as the VMs e.g., typing semantics differences, as well as a
few others e.g., the testing framework. Moreover all have poor variations in their results
because the VM is maintained to pass all test cases. We tackle this issue by applying
non-semantics-preserving mutations on the available test cases. Mutations automate the
creation of more inputs allowing one to gain confidence in the correctness of the gen-
eration process and the generated test cases. Our main observation here is that applying
mutations to the original simulated test cases should keep the generated counterpart
functionally equivalent. In other words, if a mutant breaks a simulated test case, we
expect it to break the generated test case too. Similarly, if a mutant keeps a simulation
test case passing, we expect the generated test case to be passing. Therefore we validate
mutants with the same process of differential testing explained in the previous section.
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We perform non-semantics-preserving mutations of the test cases passing in both
environments [1]. For example, Listing 1.3 shows the application of the mutation oper-
ator removeStatementMutation which removes a statement from the method.

1 testScavengeNonSurvivorObjectShouldLeaveMemoryEmpty
2 self newNewSpaceObject.
3 "memory collectNewSpace. <− removed statement"
4 self assert: memory isEmpty

Listing 1.3. Example of an automatically mutated test case. The original test case allocates an
object, executes a garbage collection and expects the memory to be freed. A mutation operator
removes the garbage collection, making the assertion (line 4) fail.

4 Experimental Context of the Validation and Threats to Validity

We implemented Test Transmutation on top of the Pharo VM [7], an industrial-level
VM used by the Pharo programming language, a continuation of the work performed
in the OpenSmalltalk-VM. At the time of writing, the Pharo VM has around 1000 unit
test cases [30] written in the simulation environment covering the memory manager, the
bytecode interpreter, the language primitives, and the Just-In-Time compiler. These test
cases are executed for simulations ofdifferent for simulations ofword sizes (32/64 bits)
and processor architectures (x86, x86-64, ARM32 and ARM64).

Selected Test Case Subset. Test cases are written in plain Pharo, thus their generation
was not initially possible: test cases use many idioms not supported by the Slang VM
generator such as the testing framework generation. Therefore, we focused on a subset
of the available test cases, namely the memory management test cases. Such test cases
cover the implementation of a generational scavenger garbage collector and a mark-
compact collector for older objects [37] their structure and their allocation schemes.

The selected subset may be considered not representative of the entire VM process.
To address this issue, Section 5 shows that our approach covers many semantic gaps
that are independent of the tested component.

Testing Requires Disabling Optimizations The Slang VM generator is tailored for
performance. In addition, many optimizations are required for a correct generation. For
example, method inlining is required for stack-allocation to work as expected. Indeed,
methods allocating stack-memory (i.e., using alloca(), Section 5.1) need to be inlined
in their caller, otherwise the allocated memory is freed right-away. Such optimizations
affect the observability of the program, and need to be disabled to allow their testing.
Thus, they pose a potential threat to validity. To minimize this threat to validity, we only
disable inlines required by test cases.

5 Bug Detection Assessment

To evaluate the ability of Test Transmutation to detect bugs (RQ1), we manually in-
troduce bugs in the VM based on bugs experimented by VM developers in the past.
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We then evaluate those bugs on 238 test cases covering the modified code. This sec-
tion presents the introduced bugs, their rationale, relevance and reports the observed
the outputs. This section shows that Test Transmutation detects semantic gaps between
simulated and generated VMs.

Our results show that our approach is able to unveil several differences between the
simulated and generated VMs. We consider as a correct behavior that the Slang VM
generator rejects problematic code during generation time. However, our evaluation
shows that the Slang VM generator presents the following flaws that are presented in
the remainder of this section:
Memory Management. Careless memory management produces runtime failures.
Type annotations. Errors in type annotations may produce runtime failures.
Name Conflicts. Name conflicts creates compile-time errors.
Undefined Behavior. The Slang VM generator is unaware of the target language unde-
fined behavior. Therefore the generated code may exhibit undefined behavior.
Unsupported Simulation. Some programs are invalid at simulation time, although they
can be generated and executed correctly.

5.1 Memory Management Differences

Background. The simulation running in Pharo presents deep differences with the target
C runtime environment in terms of memory management. Indeed, Pharo is a managed
language with garbage collection and no explicit stack allocation, while C allows devel-
opers to perform stack allocations by using standard library functions such as alloca().
This means that the developers should take special care when simulating manual mem-
ory management while developing the VM memory manager. An example of such a
simulation is illustrated in Listing 1.4.

1 alloca: desiredSize
2 memory := self generatedCode: [ self alloca: desiredSize ]. " stack allocation "
3 simulationCode: [ ByteArray new: desiredSize ]. " heap allocation "

Listing 1.4. Example of simulation specific code simulating stack-allocation with heap allocation.

Bug Description. Stack allocations are simulated as simple heap allocations. This
means that simulated stack allocations out-live their defining stack-frames, allowing
programs to freely access and modify such a piece of memory. The bug introduced
memory accesses to stack-allocated regions returned to their caller. Results. All simu-
lated test cases passed, whereas all generated test cases failed with segmentation faults.

5.2 Type Annotation Errors

Background. Simulated and generated VMs present differences in typing. On the one
hand, the simulated VM executes on top of Pharo and uses its dynamically-typed fea-
tures. On the other hand, generating the VM to C requires the VM source code to
have some type annotation. Moreover, even though type annotations are available in the
source code, they are ignored by the simulation environment. An example of such type
annotations is illustrated in Listing 1.5.
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1 addGCRoot: varLoc
2 "<var: #varLoc type: #’long int *’> ### Original annotation"
3 <var: #varLoc type: #’char *’> "### Buggy replacement"
4 extraRootCount >= ExtraRootsSize ifTrue: [ ↑ false ]. "out of space"
5 extraRootCount := extraRootCount + 1.
6 extraRoots at: extraRootCount put: varLoc.
7 ↑true

Listing 1.5. Example of type Annotation Error

Bug Description. Wrong or missing type annotations break the generation process or
make the executable VMs produce runtime errors. The introduced bug is a change of a
type annotation from a long int pointer to a char pointer.
Results. All simulated test cases passed, whereas all generated test cases failed with
segmentation faults. We consider this a VM generator bug.

5.3 Literal Type Errors

Background. Another simulated vs generated VMs typing error happens during type
checking and type inference at generation-time. The VM generation process performs
type inference to guide generation.
Bug Description. We introduced a bug by changing the type of a literal from integer to
float with the same value as illustrated in Listing 1.6.

1 weakArrayFormat
2 "↑4 ### Original code"
3 ↑4.0 "### Buggy replacement"

Listing 1.6. Bug introduced by changing the type of a literal from integer to float.

Results
Modifying a literal’s type had an effect both in the simulated and generated test

cases. 10 out of 238 test cases failed on the simulation because the Float class does
not implement the message #bitAnd:. At the same time, none of the test cases could be
generated because VM generation eagerly rejected them with a type error.

Notice that we consider this the correct behavior: generated test cases detect the
difference, in this case at VM-generation time.

5.4 Name Conflicts and Name Mangling

Background. The simulated and the generation target environment do not have the
same rules for name management. For example, it is perfectly valid in the simulation
(written in Pharo) to have a method and a class’ attribute with the same name. However,
in C a function and a global variable with the same name produce name conflicts. This
difference is aggravated by the fact that the Pharo convention dictates that getters and
setters have the same name as the attributes they access.
Bug Description. We introduced a bug by explicitly preventing the inlining of a getter
and setter pair as shown in Listing 1.7.
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1 bogon
2 <inlineInC: #false>
3 ↑ bogon

Listing 1.7. Example of non-inlined getter, creating a name conflict on generation.

Results. All these being valid Pharo idioms, simulated test cases remain passing. How-
ever, the VM generation process accepts this idiom but generates wrong C code, causing
an ulterior compilation error. We consider this a VM generator bug: the VM-generator
should manage the name-mangling of methods and generate a working VM.

5.5 Undefined Behavior

Background. The C programming language targeted by the Slang VM generator con-
tains 193 undefined behavior in C99 [11]. Upon encountering an undefined behavior,
C compilers are able to apply aggressive optimization. Thus, C developers must avoid
writing them in their program. However, since VM developers write mainly code in the
simulation environment, both the developer and the Slang VM generator should make
sure to not produce code with undefined behavior.
Bug Description. We introduced a C undefined behavior by introducing an arithmetic
overflow (Listing 1.8).

1 howManyFreeObjects
2 | counter |
3 counter := 0.
4 self allFreeObjectsDo: [ :freeObject | counter := counter + 1 ].
5 "↑ counter ### Original code"
6 ↑ counter + self maxCInteger + 1 " ### Buggy replacement"

Listing 1.8. Introducing a potential cause of undefined behavior .

Results. Since in Pharo, integer arithmetics is potentially unbound, the expression self
maxCInteger + 1 is automatically coerced to a large precision integer, making 5 simula-
tion test cases fail. At the same time, all 238 generated test cases pass in the generation
target environments. We consider this a Slang VM generator bug: either the program
should be rejected by the Slang VM generator, or the simulation environment should be
modified to have the same integer arithmetics as the target.

5.6 External functions and Name-mangling

Background. The Slang VM generator allows any function or method to call any ex-
ternal C function by just mangling method-invocation selectors to C function names at
generation time. However, the Slang VM generator’s name mangling can produce the
same function name for different method selectors. Moreover, to enable simulation of
external functions, a simulation specific implementation requires to be provided. Thus,
VM developers must use the correct method invocation so a function call works on both
simulated and generated code.
Bug Description. We introduced a bug by replacing an external function call with an
equivalent one from the name mangling point of view (Listing 1.9).
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1 "Original code"
2 self me: destAddress mc: sourceAddress py: bytes
3

4 "Buggy replacement"
5 self memc: destAddress p: sourceAddress y: bytes

Listing 1.9. Example changing a call to the C function memcpy by a version that generates correct
code but cannot be properly simulated.

Results. This modification produced 50 failing simulated test cases, while all 238 gen-
erated test cases passed. We consider this a VM-generator bug: the simulation should
have been allowed to run or the VM-generator should have rejected the program.

6 Empirical results on the Pharo VM

To evaluate the capability of Test Transmutation to find bugs in existing test cases
(RQ2), we apply our approach on a subset of the existing VM test cases. This section
shows that Test Transmutation is able to detect bugs in existing VM test cases.

6.1 Test Case Characterization

Our validation executes Test Transmutation on a subset of 256 tests, out of which 238
are correctly generated by our prototype implementation. We categorize the test cases
as follow:

Memory structure. Test cases checking that the memory structural properties. For ex-
ample, they check that Garbage Collection specific variables are initialized.

Memory allocation. Test cases checking the multiple object allocation heuristics in
the VM heap. For example, they check that creating a new object reduces the space
available in the new space.

New space garbage collection. Test cases checking the copy garbage collector used in
the new space. For example, they check that allocating two objects in a row, should
allocate both objects next to one another.

Old space garbage collection. Test cases checking the mark compact algorithm used
for old generation garbage collection. For example, they check that objects refer-
enced are marked, and not reclaimed nor moved by the garbage collection.

6.2 Prototype Results

Table 2 reports on the test cases generation status. The test cases are executed on Pharo 9
to test the Pharo 9 VM. Currently all 256 initial test cases are passing in the simulation.
Of those 256, 238 are passing in the generated VM for Ubuntu 20.0 and x64.

From the existing 238 test cases we generate a total 494 mutants. The mutants are
generated by using coverage directed mutant creations to only create mutants that are
in the path of at least one test case. The execution of the test cases also uses coverage
information to only execute necessary test cases for each mutant. Every executed test
case for each mutant is executed in both the simulated and generated VM. There was
1890 test case executions to validate the 494 generated mutants.
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Category Sub-Category Passing test case Passing test case Mutant Mutant
1 in simulated VM in generated VM Executions detecting bugs

Memory New space 8 7 7 0
structure Old space 7 1 1 0
Memory Allocation in new space 9 8 13 0
allocation Allocation in old space 21 21 71 0

Allocation strategies 127 127 1464 2
New space GC of regular objects 38 29 62 11
garbage collection GC of weak objects 9 9 34 0

GC of ephemeron objects 19 19 101 10
Old space GC of regular objects 9 8 33 0
garbage collection GC of unmovable object 9 9 104 0
Total 256 238 1890 23

Table 2. Detailed categorization of the test cases considered and relevant statistics.

6.3 Result Analysis

Since the VM has been used industrially for several years now, the VM is stable and we
expect to find few bugs in the code. However, in the current prototype implementation
we detect three kinds of bugs captured using 23 mutated test cases.
Stack Allocation Issues. At first, Test Transmutation uncovered the alloca simulation
issue described in Section 5.1. Non-inlined stack allocations are freed as soon as the
allocating function returns, causing memory access violations in all tests. We had to fix
this bug in order to obtain these results and the following bugs.
Division Differences. Mutations unveil a difference in the behavior between simulated
and generated VMs regarding integer division. In Pharo both the selector #// and #/ ex-
ists. The first is returning an exact integer whereas the second is returning a fraction.
Moreover, #// truncates the result of the division, and returns an integer. Both selec-
tors are generating the / operator in C. Mutants break an implicit invariant of the VM,
creating a runtime error in the simulated VM.
Runtime Assertion Differences. Mutations unveil a difference in the behavior between
simulated and generated VMs regarding runtime assertions. Runtime assertions check
for invariants to eagerly prevent complex scenarios such as memory corruptions. On
the one hand, invariant assertions in the simulated VM stop the execution and fail test
cases. On the other hand, invariant assertions in the generated VM log an error and
continue the execution. Because of these differences, 21 mutated test cases are passing
in the simulated VM but not in the generated VM.

7 Related work

Simulation-based VM generator frameworks are VM specific compilers: they generate
VMs from a specification to an executable form, applying VM specific transformations
and optimizations. In this sense, this section also presents compiler testing approaches
that are related to ours.
Differential Compiler testing. Differential testing was introduced by McKeeman [23].
The author shows the effectiveness of differential testing on C compilers to find bugs.
They generate random test cases ex-nihilo in different ways, depending on the level
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they test (e.g. sequence syntactically correct C program or Type-correct C program).
On the one hand, we also apply differential testing to uncover differences between two
execution environments, in our case a simulation and a generation target environment.
On the other hand, we do not use random test cases: we start from existing test cases
and apply non-semantic-preserving mutations on them.

CSmith [41] expands on previous work to generate random C programs free of un-
defined behavior. They describe their generated programs as having no need for an or-
acle. They apply the generated program with a cross-compiler differential testing strat-
egy. Our work does not require to generate programs free of undefined behavior, since
the simulation environment has no undefined behavior. It allows us to detect when the
VM-generator introduces undefined behavior in the generated VM.

Equivalence Modulo Input. Equivalence Modulo Input (EMI) proposes to create func-
tionally equivalent test input programs. Those test input programs are created by apply-
ing mutations on dead code [21,22] or semantic-preserving mutations on live code [35].
The mutated programs are expected to be functionally equivalent to the initial program.
Therefore, they check that the observable behavior is equivalent between the original
program and the mutated program. The mutated programs are designed to not introduce
new undefined behavior. This works under the assumption that the initial program does
not contain undefined behavior. Our solution applies non-semantic-preserving mutation
on live code instead.

Mutation-based Test Assessments. Many works use mutation-based approaches to
measure the effectiveness and efficiency of testing techniques [27]. Similar to us, many
works use automated mutations to guide test case generation [14,16,28]. Papadakis et
al. [27] identify that many approaches present type I errors because of the subsumed
mutant threat, that creates irrelevant mutants that inflate mutant scores and skew re-
sults, altering conclusions. Such threat does not apply to our work, because we only use
mutants to generate new test cases and we do not compare two testing approaches nor
measure mutation scores.

Mutation-based Simulation Testing. Several work have applied mutations on simulation-
based models outside of VMs. Rutherford et al. [33] present an automated approach on
top of distributed system simulations using mutations. Aichernig et al. [4,2,3] present a
mutation-testing approach for UML models. To the best of our knowledge, Test Trans-
mutation is the first approach applying mutation-based testing for VMs code, and VM
simulation environments.

Dealing With Semantic Gaps PharoJS [8] validates application generation from Pharo
to Javascript with the application test cases. It uses cross compiler differential testing,
comparing the Pharo and Javascript compiler. It also uses a different implementation
in which the Pharo environment executes the test case and is sending messages to the
Javascript environment rather than compiling the test cases to Javascript and then exe-
cuting them. Moreover PharoJS test cases do not rely on mutations.

Also, rather than creating semantic gaps, some prefer removing it [6]. Besnard et
al. unify the semantics of a model for execution, deployment and tooling. They imple-
ment a VM to run the executable model. This VM allows them to control remotely the
execution, allowing tooling such as debuggers.
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8 Conclusion

This paper describes a novel technique to test simulation-based VM generator frame-
works we call Test Transmutation. It extends simulation-based VM generator frame-
works to support the generation of test cases, to then apply differential testing be-
tween simulated and generated VMs. It reuses existing simulation test cases, if any
are available. We apply non-semantic-preserving mutations to increment test variabil-
ity and minimize the impact of semantic gaps introduced during test generation. We
apply our prototype implementation on the Pharo VM and validate it by manually in-
troducing bugs inspired from VM developers and by executing it on real test cases. Our
evaluation shows that our approach detects typical bugs and detects bugs and translation
differences on a an industrially-used VM that is stable and has many users.

In the future we plan to investigate Test Transmutation on JIT compiler test cases,
to use with VM specific mutations derived from commits the history, and to compare
the different generated VM.
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